Meteor Warranty for Agriroof 172.
The following is the sole warranty applicable to Meteor Agriroof 172. Any other claims for damage
or loss, either direct, indirect or consequential, whatever the cause thereof, are expressly excluded
from warranty.
SCOPE OF WARRANTY
Agriroof 172 is warranted by Meteor Agricultural Nets Ltd. Hereunder the "Manufacturer", for up to
five years against deterioration due to the action of ultraviolet (UV) light rays at. Should Agriroof
172 fail due to the action of UV on the material, it can be replaced according to the following
schedule:
If Agriroof 172 does not perform as stated during the first 12 month of the warranty period, it will be
replaced with equivalent new screen or at Meteor's option, or the original purchase price may be
refunded.
After 12 month, warranty will be based on a pro-rata schedule based on the 3-year (36-month)
warranty above. The screen will be supplied under this warranty at a cost of 1/36 per month (of use
prior to the claim) of the price in existence at the time when the claim is made. Replacement will
conform to current production specifications.
CONDITION
As a condition of Warranty, the Agriroof 172 must be connected safely on frame, under sufficient
tension, and all parts of the screen contacting the frame must be protected according to manufacturer's
recommendation ("Instructions for Installing Meteor nets.)
LIMITATIONS
The Warranty does not extend to mechanical damage, damage caused by unreasonable treatment of
neglect, damage caused by excess use of pesticides (especially those with sulfur, Chlorine or halogen)
or damage due to unusual meteorological conditions. Defects stemming from product use in
environmental temperatures exceeding 60c◦.

NOTIFICATION
A Warranty claim will be reviewed if manufacturer is notified of such claim within 30 days of
products failure according to instructions below, and the claimants allows inspection by the
manufacturer at the installation site, if so requested.
COMPENSATION
In the event the manufacturer is duly notified of product failure, and a claim is properly made and
approved, manufacturer will provide free substitute product according to above replacement schedule,
or at its sole option, refund the original purchase price according to above replacement schedule.
The warranty applies to Agriroof 172 , which is treated, installed, cleaned and maintained according
to manufacturer's recommendations (" Instructions for installing Meteor nets").
The foregoing is the sole warranty applicable to Agriroof 172. And is in lieu of other warranties,
written or oral, express or implied, including without limitations any warranty of merchantability or
fitness for a particular purpose. Any other claims for damage or loss direct, indirect or consequential,
whatever the cause thereof, are expressly excluded from warranty.
Purchaser's sole remedies for breach of warranty arising in connection with this purchase shall be the
remedies of replacement or refund specified herein. The manufacturer does not authorize any person
to create for it any other obligation or liability in connection with this purchase.

